
2 0 September 1962 
Dear Leonard, 

I shall try before this letter is done to answer three of your letters more in 
detail than I have done, and I hoep also to spell correctly at least a majority of 
the time, and what I satrted to say, to allay your alarums. 

I start wililh generalities. I bear you good will. I am not out to get you. I do 
not intend to betray a confia:lence, nor to use against you [or for that matter for p 

you] anything confided confidentially. I am far from infallibility, and I make 
mistakes which affect my own progress and those of my friends and colleagues. 
I try to correct those that I can sooner or later, and am gald to be corrected. 
In putting out Nestor I have offended several by saying too soon or at all things 
told me. I have offended others by pruning or omitte/ing things they supposed 
I would want to report. For a Sf)ecific generality related to my reviews of 
M&M1[ that's a comma upper case], I thought it proper not only to omit all 
reference to your private communications, but to the many little bits of articles 
of yours, and against you, that 21.ppeared after M&M was in press. The only 
latest thing I do refer to (if I remember accurately) was tme first observer artire 
from which I quoted a statement of yours and expressed my approval of it. 
I believe also that I have not taken any of your private communications, siezed 
upon an idea or argument from it, and gone off to find the same thing expressible 
in already published work. Therefore I believe that you will find, and I very 

much hope that you will find in the published version, no grounds of complaint 
against me on any such score. 

You may find other groung ds - but that is the risk I take for setting myself up 
as an arbiter of it. To you privately I put it more directly than I would in print. 
I think M&M is a bad book. I do01't think it started out as a bad book, and I take 
the cue from you in thinking that~ somewhere along the line it took over more 
responsibility for its shape than it should have. I have no doubt that the Interprdl. 

tation, boo, and the Find-Places book will be good books, however debatable. 
Perhaps for the very reason that they are debatable. I don't really think M&M is 
I think also that M&M was proof -read (or messed up by the printers, as is eqmy 

likeyy) less well than it should. I have sent you as many corrections as I've 
found, and avoided the temptation (which sppeals to others more than to me) of 
makEing my review a grand list of them. I'd rather you correct. On thtt subject-

an excursus. When I found the misquatation of the NdtK DM DB I was of the 
:i<ie I had the idea of putting a post script to the xxmx:x review mentioning it. 
On further thought I think I wanl:gx will not, but simply reprot that the DB's have 
been published now in microfilm. I think again that it would be better for you 
to report the corrections - eittther in your find-spot p»ook or elsewhere. Or, if 
you like, I should be glad to put any note of such sort into ~- I think that is 
one of the good potential functions of N, to make announcements, qorrections, 
qu~s tions, &c. which are likely to interest hardly more persons than get N. 
I don't </mean to require you ,jc/ to do so. Nor do I require you to report the 
corrections.. But somebody is bound to find them, and as you know there are 
some who would willingly jump on you for any slight slip. I think it is better 
top forestall objections if possible. I will try to avoid sa/i/t.g that is printing 
anything against your quotations in M&M. But, as fair warning, I will jump 
as avidly as any on any misquotation I can find in Find-Spots. I'm willing even 
to read proof, if there's any danger of misquotation. I hope that's fair - it's 
intended as such, anyhow. 

To return to more of the earlier generalities, I'm not a blind defender of 
Evans nor of any other. If I don't answer your arguments immediately, or if 
I dont immcediately say I"m convincaj, ifs the effect of a very skeptical nature, 
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I'd really prefer to wait to answer the letters I have here to ans wer until after 
I had nex t to memorized th e Daybooks and had workd over again the BSA 
reports and dipped into PoM (that monstrously annoying book) a bit more . 
But your letters are piling up, and I fear you mistake my lack of answer as 
scorn rather than incompetence. So I' 11 try to answer in some degree 1 7 vii 
3 viii and 16 ix from Austria. I do:nt know how it will come out, because I've 
forgotten part of what was in the first two , and haven' t finished the last. So 
this letter, if it gets done, will be interrupted by the checking of references. 
There were some other generalities I had in mind when I started, probably 
more important than those I wrote, but I've forgotten them now . 

Letters to be answered :ixvc l 7 vii. 
You s peak of M&M with printers before the DayBooks came to your attention. 
I ac c ept that, and I would have been much happier to have had the book unaffected 
by that discovery. I dontt jump on you for the event, but think it an unfortunate 

thing. I don't think it need be spoken of in reviewing - it is clear in your preface 
You wonder two things . 2nd how SM II was p r inted with '/I 700 ascribed to WSW 

Entrances. My ans wer is that I wonder how it came to be printed with an as c ript 
ion so near the truth. Your colleague Sir John Myres was a remarkablep man, 

who tried when he was beyond the age for such rep;ponsil:ili ties to act as executor 
of Evans. You know perhaps more directly than I, though I know by sufficient 
signs, what sort of a mess the part of Evans' legacy connected with Cretan inscr-

iptions was in. I know part of the Linear B m ess , and what you don't know, the 
(or maybe you do, if you' ve talked to Brice) mess the Linear A stuff was in. 
Myres tried out of duty to put it into shape. He was a scholar, and had good idec:S 

of what ought to be done. He was affected in some degree by unquestioning 
belief in some of Evans ' (shall we call them) dogmas . This doesn' t affect SM 
too much, though it does produce those AB numbers . He was getting oker . His 
eyes were very little use . He was a very impressive man, too, and I was much 
impressed on the two days I spent with him in 1950. He, to come back to practidJ. 

matte rs, had practically to ii:te:,dx fight the OUP single-handed, in order to get 
anything prrinted at all. Difficult type setting, Limited # of copies because the 

P lates had been printed in 1910 or something like that, editorial lack of confio:lee 
inthe whole projec t anyway - ergo SM III never done by OJBP. Delays from the 

press. In 194 7 (or maybe it was 6) finally he got some real help when Alis:e Koe 
visited him, and was willing to help. More than is apparent of the worth of SM I 

I is to her credit. And the effort she made to put SM III into a respectable shape 
is unbelievable . Myres wrote in his myopic script (you've seen it) and sent it 
to Brooklyn. She typed it, corrected it, tried valiantly to make the improvements 
which are universally accepted nowadays, and ntturned to Sir John the typed veri'l 
s ion for his second consideration. The typed pages look like an edition of 
Propertius - 3 lines of Myres the res t of the page Mis s Kober ' s commentary and 
attempted pers uasion. In SM III she wasn' t very successful, because the MS I 

s aw in 1954 when Brice undertook its continuance ignored an awful lot of the xmm 
s ens ible things she had suggested. I have the carbons of her copies of SM III, 
I don't have those for SM II, but I suspect that she did an awful lot of good there. 
In her last year, beset and probably aware of cancer, because her papers were 
left neat and in order/, though I had seen them in use in a comfortable confusion, 
s he regularly was sent proofs to correct and send back (this is SM II) in a hurl¥ 



But I strongly suspect that a lot of her corrections never got to the Press. What 
circumstance was at fault it is impossible to say. - Well, that' s a long and 
impassooned reply to a very small point. I must try to be briefer on the next. 
You wonder how KT editors never asked what happened to the hoard of stirrup 

vase tablets . Answer. I cannot speak for the others, though I think I may have 
a letter from Michael touching on the problem of find-spots. For myself, I say 
that I did nbt conceive it the business of KT to say anything at all about find-spot; 
I did not beleeve it KT' s business, because I was and am sure equally then and 
now that nothing certain on find spots could without a great deal of work be found 
out. I should not have been able to say anythng positive about the find spot of 
any tablet unless I had come to Oxford t# look at whatever records existed 
there. I knew then, from experience with Pylos notebooks that that was an ess
ential step. I knew from autopsy that the tablets themsel~s in Iraklion gave 
- not no clue, but contradictory clues which could not be disentangled without 
work on the excavation notebooks . I knew from my autopsy of the tablets and 
the numbers written on them, added to Sir John's replies to my inquiries about 
find spots that the records were more confused than could be untangled. I had 
the conviction that if I were in Oxford for a spell, plus perhaps the pelasure of 
anohher spell in Iraklion, that I could get rid of some of the disorder, and put 
into their places (findplaces, some at least of the tablets, I was equally atonvincai 

that# for the j;// majority nothing even of a satisfactory general find-spot could 
be found, especially among the 5000' s whic h I myself museum-excavated. 

I knew c ertainly that the kind of find spot precision which is possible not alwasy 
but mostly at Pylos could never be attained at Knossos. I further ai::Rdx had no 
conficende in the find}'"spot information in PM! IV, and SM II (in either of its two 
typographically unhappy versions) because it was often in contracrliction with itsd 

and if not with itself, in contradiction with what Myres had sent me by letter. 
I saw no way to straighten out the contradictions except by work in records at 
Oxford, if they still existed. Furthermore I saw no reason to prefer the version 
of the 900 copy {what's that called) - the Handlist to any other, and if I hesitate 
on the matter of 700, it' s partly for that reason. I haven't checked the DB's 
farther than April 30 1900, and DM' s only at that, ar.d rve come across no 
reference identifiable as 700 yet. If I had a reference to the DB's I'd take that 
as certain. In the mean time I.certainly admit that the Hand list says what you 
say it says, but I don't feel sure that it is going to be accurate in every case. 
The one case I have deliberately checked up on is that of tablet 4 0, and it seems 
(though in not a very clear reference, from the point of view of PoM) to be 
correct in SM II, and so presumabley is correct in the Handlist, which has a 
far better chance of correctness than SM II and was I beleive in some degree 
the archetype for SM II. 

While I'm on stirrup-vase-tablets [missing t's is a reminder to put something 
else in] I've not printed, but feel sure that Evan's' statement of 700 as from the 
Stirrup-vase room can be taken as a statement misleading in its results granted 
most readily, but not quite as baldly a misstatement of .facts as you make it out 
and from 121 a sympathetic point of view a venial sin. This is a feeling, and 
something probably indemonstrablei, tohugh I feel sure that any char~e of 
deliberate misstatement here to support an insupportable 1/ idea is equally 
indeomonstrable, and I won' t argue it out fully. I would argue something along 
the line that E . could honestly suppose that 700 wass • typical' of the tablets 
found in t he ' stirrup-vase' -room' [ this may seem preposterous, but I can 
swallow it, I think], and I woud be willing to argue that it was possible to 
have a verbal confusion between • stirrup-vase tablet and 'stirrup-vase room 
which would in the time between the 1900's and the 19301s cause a misstatemen 
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So I would gladly point out thet 700 (if I were with the Handlist in my hand and 
had checked without check every attribution of place that could be checked, s 
that I had developed the conficence in it I haven' t yet) was actually misquoted 
as evidence for the ' Stirrup vase room' but I sholld refuse to ascribe malicious
ness to Evans . I daye say he had some - so have I, so have you, who hasn' t? 
There may ihave been some there, but I think it will only be helpful to point 
out the whole list of Evans"' malicious misstatements rather than one here and 
one there. On missing tablets --- Editors of KT, and especially myself at 
least intended to publish what was available . 7000' s had not been found yet. 
the large batch of tablet beginnings in the 2-300' s had not been found yet, and 
has not (even if some are in 70000' s) yet been wholly found. I left in 1954 
knowing that there was a box full of agrapha, which might if cleaned yield a 
sign or two aqxpma:: apiece . They were in such state however, that not,6 much 
could be expected. I'd have jumped six feet from the ship to the dock, however, 
as I (,heft if I'd been told then that the batch of 7000' s, whose existence I did 
not know of, had been found. I would readily say that there may be a01other 
2aKx equal batch still unrecognized in an un- or falsely labeled box in the 
Mus eum. I suspected that there might be further tablets in Athens . Inquiry 
led to no discowery, but to no denial of the possibility. Some have been found. 
Ditto Oxford, Ditto British Museum. There might even be some over here, thoug,. 

I sinc erely hope not. In any case there are some on record which have not 
been see n since 19:/(/ 39. There are probably some not or nrecord still to come. 
To wait for all pieces to be gathered in would mean/ no KT yet, and should have 
meant no SM II yet. 

Yonr next paragraph (I progress) is on dangers of pre-mature announcement of 
dripolets. I repeat from earlier letters assurance that I don't want to steal any
one' s thunger (that' s almost as nice as thunder) and hope I won' t, and feel sure 
besides that I will not have read enough of the DB' s &c by the time your cons:lusa 

ons and arguments are printed to have printagly firm convictions on the matte 
rs,, in question. 

The next paragraph is on muteria, also previously answered. I «JVould now as 
a matter of fact make a differnet answer, I think, which I ,/J,6/ijef., would have to 
write to JC on a s imilar but different c ase (Ive managed to avoid printing someth 
ing he didn' t want me to print) because I think a case could be made both for 
p r inting muteria as soon as I heard it {Suppose hypothetically I'd found it by my 
self two days before your letter came? - To my shame I didn' t find it by miself) 
and for printing what JC didn' t want me to print, whlch I did in a way find by 
m Ef'Self, teh q uestion being how independently? But I worlt talk further on this 
point here . I've got frist to c onsider whether such cases fall under the general 
rule of TRYING to keep mum when I ' m supposed to. 
The next is 61 7 already answered. 

What ho , I didn't comment on your reading of G 82 O. I' 11 go look. No, I see 
I have no business looking if its in the Ashmolean. KT !'eports a-pi. Plate LVIII 
s how s a and pasa kirita agreeing with you and KT. The pi is certa."1nly a reasonait 
reading. I would hesitate toremove the dot, however. The bu iness of p . k . as 
a smaller comment is not my province - that' s yours as interpretation,$ . I 
have generally tried to avoid disagreeing, or agreeing too much with interpretata 
ns . But I can' t see any reason not to suggest the interpretation of api you 
s ugge s t . I think that maybe if I were in the As hrnolean I could decide whether 
it were poss ible to read pi as certain. Cant quite do it from the photo. The 
chance of reading po-? is practically nil. End letter of vii. 
Also it's time I must depart for the evening. Re s ume in the morning, if all goes 
well. 



Resumption - after stuffing the last of the Nestor envelopes, and a c ouple of 
other thnngs . But this is only toworrova and not next week. 
Generality - I don't really want to read proof. 
Letter of 3 viii 62. 
1\/fany thanks for the notes on the Stirrupjar room from the notebooks . I couldn't 
have done anything for myself about them until I had the microfilms, and they 
came only on the last days of August. But I've lboked at¥ the films in the spots . 
[I don't have the DM/Pot book] and can' t complain of your statement of the case, 
and am grateful for the note on the vase in case 89a. On the discrepancy between 
AE and DM on the number of stirrup-jars I find AE' s hand much more difficult 
to read than DM's, so that I can't make out (or maybe it's just the quality of the 
microfilm, though I doubt it) what AE wrote before the two examples of BU.gelkam 

in his skec:tch - I suspect large of at least one. I notice in the text opposite 
he reports 2 double vases and two stirrup jars, DM reports 1 stirrup and 5 ap:1plll 
horas. I think one might reconcile by multiplying 2 x double adding 2 to get 6, 
and by addign 5 and 1 to get 6. This would suppose that DM did not immediately 
take the double vases as double but thought of g them as single pale amphorae 
while Evans interpreted one which seemed to DM as an amphora as another 
SJ. I would think that the chance is thaat there was really only one stirrup 
vase there with band decoration only. Whether it's the non-octopus one of 
the photo in PoM or not I have no way of telling. It must, I suppose, at least 
have resembled it. 

For the report in Bs1\rr I' d supspect a conflatLon (and I'm afragid a slightly 
faulty one) of the two nbtebooks . Room name fcrom his own book, together 
with the instance of a second Bk. The cuttlefish design I'd guess came from 
a pot in another region [ unless the cuttlefish Bk really existed and AE took it 
out of the ground while DM wasn't looking] The perforated strainer could have 
come from:ieii:kb:eax AE's and I havent checked wheter it's to be f>ound in DM's . 
The 5 pale amphoras certainly come from DM, and kex AE has neglected his 
note on double pots . on p. 45 the ' tough, damp clay' has its obvious source in 
DM' s book. There is in any case a small discrepancy among BSA 6, AE' s day 
book and DM' s daybook, which at this distance of time it might be impossible 
to resolve. Wtthout the museum at hand or the pottery DM book I'd guess that 
my guess above is possible. I'd not say it was necessary, or that amk another's 
reconstruction would not be better . But I don't think we have any satisfactoyr 
evidence (I don't think I have is what I mean to say> that there was an octopus 
dec orated stirrup jar in that room. 

Your next item - ' a brief guide' looks inter1esting :e._ but I'll have to go down 
to the library before I comment on that. BSA 1903 Antiquity &c are there and 
not here . So, au revoir. 



Ready to resume- Nestor taken to the Post offtx::e- normally done by others, not 
so today. Library visited. Discovered that I had forgotten that there was referee 
ce to the Guide to the Stratigrpphic Mus . The which I have never seen, though I 
long ago asked the library to try to get one copy. Complaint agamsa. ainst those \it 
wh<lVlive near Greece, tdlose who work in adequate libraries, voiced by those 
who live on the edge of the wilderness, as they listen to the complaints of those 
living ynearby who do indeed live in the wilderness . Most of the books I work 
with, outside of PofM and the periodicals, are my own or what I trust will be 
the same thing Nestor's . That' s exaggeration but there' s an element in it. 

BSA ix (easier to find by reference than 1903) fig. 14. Artist and AE both 
by the evidence of p . 28 supposed the floor of D to be of• good limestone </. slabs' 
so 1u11,rnoo:1Debcnst the reader at a distance could not suspect an inconsistency. 
What is • AE' s own copy' copy of what? of BSA? If so nobody should be reporache 

for not knowing it. Unless that is he were in Knossos itself and looked. 
[ of course I have that piece of Antiqutty here, by your kindness - I hadn't checked 
the year before I set off for the library] Haven't checked your transcriptions 
against the films yet. Your fig . 2 there, Evans III fig 9 w o u 1 d raire the question 
of limestone vs gypsum, I think. I don't know where to look in the DB's to find 
{as I'd be inclined to•) the origin of lihe confusion, supposing it can be found. 
I see that in PM IV 734 the stirrup jars have increased to three, and the 5 amph. 
are still there inplace of the double amphs, as in BSA 6. 
I've gone back to your letter now, your resumrof Antiquity 1961 unobjectionable, 
and you speak of Wall A in fig 14, correcting by saying its on the right hand side 
Since there are three sa::x walls A there even that's ambiguous . I suppose we 
should say (from left to right (wall CAD, wall DAE, and wall EA). OK? 
I identify sall DAE as the ramshackle slanting wall. Now I've got to find your 
£rags of LMIIB pithos at 32 ems. Got it, Antiquity p. 138. 

To be continued - the end of another day. If this is all inarticulate it's because 
I'm writing as I work through, and if I put down obvious stuff, i'ts in order to 

find it all again - for once I rememberd to start with a carbon. 
Back again, warming fingers with a platitude or two. The importance of the 

limestone/ gypsum discontinuity depends on the degree to which that diff. in 
material is sypmtomatic of diff. stages and periods, and it's hardly your business 
to demonstrate that, and how, it is if it is . So I can't complain there. It also 
dpends on the degree of confusion possible in the appearance of the materials 
thesneselves as they a re dug up, wha::h I should think would be some degree, 
depending on lots of things. l depends on the extent to which a plain record 
saying one was contradicted in BSA, or to which an ambigious or two contradict 
ing records was interpreted or were reconciled in BSA. And it depends on the 
kind or existence of correction of an erroneous statement made in early pprints 
when a revised or summary publication comes out. This is the only sort of thing 
I cohld manage to check up on over here, and I'm not far enough into the DB's to 

.find right spots. I dorlt deny that contradictions, inconsistencies, and silences 
about things we'd like to know riddle Evans' publications . As far as the tablets 
go I collectedthem all before 1950, but what could I do about them? 

Looking back at the BSA fig. 14 added tyour Antiquity fig. 2 (I'm sorry about 
spelling - and lack of c/ connection and of correction, but if I go back it' 11 never 
get done at all] I'd recommend tha~ you amend your statement in your letter 

1 
••fig. 14. You are looking S from RSG. D equals Room of Lotus Lamp {Eastern 

\ Half), E equals Room Lotus Lamp (Western Half)." With the two pictures before 
, \ Oil~ there•s no confusion possible of course, but with neither, or with only 14 thEE 

' co't.:1,ld weel be confusion in your reader. But the more explicit is safer. 
\ 

1' 



Another interruption. But I've been looknig at PM III, and find p 22 the double 
pots are back, at last. - with at least two stirrup jars. 

I haven't been able to do too much with fig. 14 - except to n1at:x admit there's 
confusion about. I may come back, but meantime I' 11 go on to your comments 
about fig. 13. 

These confuse me a bit. Check to see whether I've got it correctly mostely. 
You say' Every detail of RSJ contradicted' This I don't understand. Is it every 
thing that actually exists is contradictedd by fig. 13. Or everything recorded in 
notebooks contradicted by fig. 13, Or everthing actually existing contradicted 
in toto or in varying degree by Notebooks and by fig. 13. 
Then you mention second floor and later eliminate one. Let me renumbdr them 
and then state what I think you state. 
Fig. 13. moving upward from the letters Fig. 13 / Walled Pit siglum WP / 
The' Plaster & Clay Floor' between Earlier P and Later P I siglum PCF / 
Later Palace I 0.60 siglum LPI / • Plaster & clay fbor between LPI and Later 
Palace II siglum PCF2 / Later Falce II with Inscr. Tabls. siglum LP2 / 

7 

Clyiy floor siglum XXX CF/ Room of BKs siglum RBKs / jsist to distinguish 
it from RSJ as applying only to this one figure 13. All of these I apply only 
to the shrata to the right (N) of the 1 metre wall in the middle of fig. 13. 
Alright Now you say the •second floor' i.e. PCF2 is actually of TERRAZZA so tlt. 

PCF2 is a misnomer, which welll keep for the prupose of discussion. 
You say a central strip of PCF2 (of terrazza) remains on top of the wall of 
the deep cell that it was left there in the diggings of 1901-3, and that you have 
a photo of it. 

There is therefore (you say) no room for PCF -- no I'm confused and I thnnk 
I've got it wrong. 

Antiquity p 136 gives me a clay floor and an underlying K:30:ycx cement floor. 
You are here quoting the DB's and can't be wrong. Alright again - I checked 
the filmxreiEiX~ vs. Antiquity 136. Another non-material but still readl mis 
quotation. P. 136 lines 15-18 Please read. DM/DB 4 v 1900: 'In the same 
region and extending along t _he foot of what seems to be the W. wall of the 
space many fragments of inscription ablets in a very crumbling condition were 
found on the clay floor.' So that certifies the clay floor. 
Now I'll make myself vuhnerable and quote the bit of 9th May to confirm the 
cement floor. 'In room 46 )1 [ which I check up - the photography 6£ the plans 
in this microfilm is far inferior to the text and cannot always be made out 
clearlyY- and find to be the stirrup-jar room] in the centre of the threshing
floor area the floor was completely freed of deposit. The flooring was found to 
be of cement and to be at a depth of c/ some 2 M from the original surface, about 
. 90 from the surface of the threshing-floor." To go by BSA fig. 13 this 
cement floor must be PCF. <<<Th is quotation raises with me a ,i6question 
deucedly difficult, which you didn't mention - Where was the Threshing-floor 
then. Must it not be identical if PCF is taken as determined approximately 
by the sur:vasce level as the equlivalent of Fig 13's CF?>>>> Was the 
threshing-floor higher or lower than surface level? I thought they were regullary 

to be found either at or slightly abore surface, where I should think they'Ei be 
properly effective. Have you come across any other indication of the relative 
position of 'original surface level' and 'level of threshing-floor'? 

Now Tarrazza in PMindex doesn't lead to this area at all. Nor does Cement, 
but a cross reference. Now I've found PM II 107 which I'd remembered and aan 
equate cement antrl tarrazza. 
So now back to your letter. 
You say' The second floor was of terrazza not clay and plaster and I now identify 
this as PCF, actually of tarrazza. 



I'd have called it 1st or 3rd not 2nd, but no matter - I think I've got it now. 
Then a central strip of PCF was left resting on a wall of the deep cell in 1901-3 
and it is !;till there and you have the ppioto. Thus PCF is one of two not three 
¥IE6X floors, and the other is of clay, ergo CF, and there is no room for the 
third [ in the middle in fig. 13] namely PCF2 [hypothetical] floor of plaster and 
clay. 

Now you say 'These three floors [shown in Fig. 13 as in the RSJ] were actually 
observed in the RSG [ and not in the RSJ at all]. So that in RSG I now expect 

a clay floor, a plaster and clay, and another plaster and clay, I suppose with 
the depths marked in Fig 13 (and I know enough to expect them to be approximat~ 

Now you say' the third floor down [ in the RSaffron Gatherer? I suppose, not 
going to change the film to check 1923 notebook] is the one examined in 1923 and 
sctated by CThA to be typical reoccupation.' Of course if we sqxx switch those 
lll.X floors in Fig 13 into the other room that leaves the tablets and those two 
pred:ty Bugelkannes up in the /4/r deposit, doesnl t it;?. 

A thought occurs - should I worry now about the relation of the 003Cxidentity of 
the plaster floor touching PM fig 9 Saffron gatherer room's piece of gypsum. 
Is that the lower or upper of the plaster and clay floor transfered out of fg. 13? 
Maybe that doesn't matter, or maybe I'll /see as I go along. 

Another question occurs. I take it that you have recorded again, and photogra:pi 
phed the detail DM recorded in 1923 for the RSaffGa th. rt• s not clear whether yru 

did the same for RStirJars. I take it that you would have if you could have, but 
that all the evidence is gone g1 from the spot and aam:::,auqcx can only be found in 
note-books. 

Now your letter (this must be confusing even more than ever to you if you hatl 
vent a copy of yonr letter _ - I' 11 try do remember to make one and send it along) 
turns back to fig. 14. Qu~stion answered then. What is marked as limestone 
is the gypsum touched by the plaster. It is of this you say' the lower floor has 
reoccupation plaster.' Confirming look at Antiquity 139. Top floor must naturaly 
be later [ we're indifferently in spaces C, D, E in this part of the discussion?] 
On this upper floor as fig. 14 shows were found min.frescs. and spiral reliefs, 
- \}'but tablets aren't in fig. 14 - let me look in DB for a moment to find them. 
Am I right in saying the first Plan this room shows up in is 36) as Room of 
the Spiral Cornice? Tuesay 1 st May. Room 36 )1 at is NW corner and N wall. 
In Plan 40)xx there are tablets, but they're outside the SpCornRm. On 4th 
May etc. isnt' this room called 'of Miniature Frescoes'? Anyhow, r haven't 
found am:xby.pex any tablets there so far. I'm not sure it matters., Now, however 
I've Hooked at BSA 6,44, and must lookef £urther in DB. May 1 zero. May 2 

the Olive brach fresco with insscriptiions in and around, but taiat 's the room 
No£ Spiral cornice. Now if DB olive branches equal BSA myrtle they might be 
the same and AE' s ignoring the wall between them shown in Antiquty fig.2. 
Well, BSA plate XIII almost does too, so I guess that's alright. But are ther 
any within Antiquity fig. 2's area of spiral cornice room? That is, if the question 
matters. The connection of these tablets wtth NEP tablets I' 11 take without 

looking up [ what did he mean precisely by 'connected with' - similarity of appceaai: 
ranee, contiguous posit ion in the ground, similarity 6£ text? or all three?] 

Now NEP. First inscriptions turn up, don't they in Pmn 46)? Where's the 
plan to use - not PM III 106. Good- BSA 8 fig. 2. Now the waUs in the micro 
film can barely be made out, but I take it that the inscriptions in plan 46) fall 
just about on top of the arrow in the DRAIN in BSA 8 fig. 2. Am I far off? 
That ought to be in PM III fig. 114 just about where the dotd:ed circle ON THE LEI' 
ft in the opening for steps to portico [ ignoring the level for the moment] appears 

So far I think I and your letter and fig. 114 aren't far off from agreement. 
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More inscriptioins in plan 47) and clearer walls in the film. The black part of 
bastion [ C] for BSA 8 fig. 2 is clearer, but we' re still far from the buldk of the 
:3Da tablets, I expect. Good batch in 5 0) with the narrow opening x between basticn 
( C] and B. Lots of tablets - the bulk [ if we accept PM III 114] Plan 51 they 
continue northward before bastion B and beyond 114' s specification. Plan 52-
what is DM dooing? repeating all former inscriptions and adding new ones? in 
different color? maybe. There seems at any rate in both 5~ and 51-to be al 
lighter quality to the mnre northerly x ' s for inscriptions. We have the 
bulls head in 52 . The bull's head (assuming l,3evels still undetermined, at one 
of Hg. 114' s asterisks, I suppose. The column base now here, not seen in BSA 
8fig.2 . Plan 54 still more and now it' s the Great deposit of inscription tablets 
and they extend part way along the face of bastion A. By plan 55 they s eem to 
be taken up and referred to only by name. So I conclude that the tablets 
extend on BSA & fig. 2 . from the arrow in the drain to the middle trident of 
Bastion Aand They semm to eixtend EW for the whole width of PASSAGE. 
So I would correct Fig 114 not as you to ' middle of Bastion B' but to'nearly 
middle of Bastion A'. I hope you would agree? 

TO get depths I'll have to read text. Plan 46 - Tuesda y 8th May. Ca . 2 M dv.n 
down - talk about couple amphorae. 9th May, tablets bull relief arrea no depth? 
l 0th may. extension N & E - level of the deposit - more couple amphorae. 
but no level specified as measurement? rm just skimming, but find no mention 
at all in l lth May. , 'The inscription deposit " says Saturday 12th May " is at 
present at a depth of 2 . 50 - 3 Mand the greatest quantity is along the fjoot of 
the ">N . wall above-mentioned." Is this the source of your letter's Correction 
" tablets found at levels .50 - 3. metres ... " ? ln letter it' s correctible . Unless 
we find a higher level in the week of the 14th. Excelsior . The couple amphroz 
(this is still the 12th abandon us, but the tablets continue. 

Monday 14th may. comment, in general terms on depths . No figures, darn it. 
At plan 51 )xx bull at depth of. 70-. 90 - silence on tablets here. 
Tuesday 15th. Work proceeding slowly because of lots of inscriptions. 
Wednesday 16th yield continues no depth? 

1 
Thursday 17th inscriptions decrease in quantity. In ~g.n56 I must check 
whetmer xx is the opening for steps to portico. Friday 18th still decreasing 
tablets Saturday an eastern wall found, no tablets? we' ve g<ite nough, anyway, 
but I think the highest fall to the South at 2 M down and the lowest somewhere 
in the middle of maybe at the N. at 3 M down. A northward slant in all periods 
ought to be reasonable in this part of the palace . 

Back to your letter - they kept on digging there for years and years . agreed. 
BSA 8 fig. 3 photo - it is good. yUu want me to look at opening S(immediately) 

side of Bastion B . With the guide of fig. 2 BSA 8 that' s the dark vertical streak 
·· 1.2 mm wide at 4 . 7 ems right of the left margin ff the picture . You want 

me to identify this with 'paasage opening W half way up NEP' Must find the 
quotation. Maybe ifsin AE/NB 1913, but I'll look elsewhere first. On further 
thought (occasioned by failure to find any occurrence in print in just two spots) 
the only thing is to see whether in DB1913 there's a ny plan to help out, and the 
n come back to the photo BSA VIII. 1913' s in the middle of the other :film. Bah. 
Well, I'm there and thank heaven's there' are ' some' page • numbers"'. p. 110. 
This is},/4<.'/,//f/,/.t test# 77 in circle . Ok. I f#iink the parenthesis before (openitg 
doesn't really have a close parenthesis so that opening half way up ought to be 
followed by parenthesis, but htat doe s n ' t make the slightest difference. 
78 seems by Do to be in the s ame /gi,-.~~/ passage 79 os close by, obv<iously. 
He doesn't say how deep, does he. or from what surface he started at. Or '11-ow 
far 78 was from 77, or whether on top, or on bottom. Verdict he didn't write dow 

Anoucrb That'~ iu.,_t :.i ~ tru~ of the few naaes of his 1900 DB I've tried to read. 

r 
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However it seems plain that we need some furher clue to the passage mentioned 
in 77. I'm not satisfied yet it's between Bast Band Bast A. (Bastien et BeXMKll[ 
Bastienne?] He seems to say Large No of fine piece of ... <is it fair to quote 
this really litteratim?> Can't find anything BSA 8 first few pages. BSA 7's dowi 

in thelibrary and by the principle of sour grapes has nothing pertinent. BSA 6's 
here [my own copy] p. 49 three narrow openings mentioned as ' nearest entrance 
40 cm wdde obviously to have sigla A/B and drawn oo scale in PM III 114. 
There it stops within the limits {bottom) of the masonry of lower part before it 
split into bastions. Irrelevant. An opening ' a little higher up' i.e. B/C for a 
siglum o.38 in diameter (sic, a strange term for breadth, but intellbhl:Rx igible. 
No plan shows a circular section, does it?. This, too, if f. 114 is to be trusted 
as a canyon, stops at the bottom with a block of masonry of the sugbstructure of 
the bastions. What it c.id (and A/ B as well) behind the face of the bastions is 

open to question. Checking these in BSA photo fig. 3 the »aq1J«Y.6c gap of A/Bis 
plain stopping above the second himxm: course visible at that point above tee 
photogrphed surface of the p NEP which must be below the top heavy black line 
of PM III fi. 114. 'Maybe its the second dark layer,cobble-stone-like. Tracing 
courses, if 114 is safe guide at that height, the bottom of the slot, gap, or whate\e 

it ought be called is als o visible in the photo, right where the cark streak stop 
al the bottom. To go by BSA 8 fig. 2, that might be taken as opeili.ng out behind, 

but at 38 cm wide it's a difficult passage. And from the ground level shown in 
photo fig. 3 you'ld have to step up (if my specification of ffiio~X NEPassage level 
is right)af height of about 3 feet, prettty steep for a man of Evan~ age in 1913? 
Could be done, of course, but would he blithely identify such a cranny as a 
'passage opening W'? Let me try for fin the thrid opening BSA6.49 'three 
meters further, and somewhat wider. which might have served as a narrow 
gagnway'. This souhds to me like contrast with the 1other two as if they might lh 
n' t have served as gangways. If such a contrast was there in 1900, I think 
he'd remember that forever, and so in 1913 be inclined to speak of this as a 
passage. Of course he thinks the smaller (B/ C ? might have been embrasure 
with a standing guard. So I think at ehe moment that test 77 was at what 
is a new siglum - c/ south. equal PM III 114 poentng for steps to (N. B. 
hypothetical steps) to portico. If that's • half-way up' then up would be at the 
opening into the centrql court BSA 8 fig. 2 marked Cnetral court, and dwon wouli 

have been at the siglum A/north roguhly 12 meters each way. If half-way 
up is B/C then up, being the same, down would be where the same plan BSA•:'8,2 
prints the dimension 2. 77. But nobody expects halfway up to be precise so that 
last is pedantic nonsense. I begin now, however, strongly to wonder whether it 
is really in any one of these that 77 occurs. DBI 913 says N. Entrance. Is that 
not different from NEPassage? look e. g. at the limits of PMIII fig. 114 and 
The plan in BSA 8 (the folding plate at the back where Northern Entrance is 
the openish space North of NEP. I think it's in doubt again. I'll look for a 
sketch plan in DB'913 (without much hope) and then I don't kmow where. 
[[((PPPPSSSSS didn't you say something (apologies if I'm wrong) about not lfindirg 

record of 1928 sounding vel sim.? is one of them on p. 51 of AE/DB or 
whatever for it' s not a day-book but a sketch book, I'd say, 1913 &c. from which 
you quoted p . 110????? ))))))]]]] 
Bravo found sketch on p. 85 wrong 3et of te<-ts . P. 91 1913 baskets begin. 
Seems that 76 is fairly near NEP, what significance must wait for more looking. 
What hppened to test 80? 81 goes off in another direction. Prison's pcian 
cant see 77-79. followed by blank pages. Going back - hww should the 
item of 79 be interpeted? Outside<tre> passage <w. of N entrance [ +opening half

way up?]> in N Entrance itself. ? If that, which is possible without tortugin 
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the text too badly then text 79 would be a test in the N entrance near the 
opening to a passage leading Wwards, e . g. where's a good plan? PMIII fig 
lB isn' t so good but its what I find first where what I've been calling Norther 
Entrance turns into N Pillar hall, and the spot I've been taling aobut is about 
the B of' built tlra in'. 

Or 79 might be interpreted Outside <Northern Entrance> Passage in N. 
Entrance <itself>, whic h would put the test somewhere near the s of 

_$c ene~ At the moment I guess that 78 comes from the same hole and under 
7 7. The good thing would be to find DM• DB for J 913 - is there wacxone was 
he hhere? 

I'm afraid I must give up trying to overturn your identification of the place 
of 77 I'm not conviced youre right, nor that you're wrong. I'll try again 
some other di/. ay - maybe you have the dee iding refen-ence at your fingertips . 
I go on. Here I get into trouble not having Stratigraphic guide . What are 
Evans' T P numbers. Trial-Pit? that would make sense, I guess. I' 11 assume it. 
So I take the sherds in the boxes, and their analysis with some LMIII' s as 
c ertain. I haven' t checked to see whether the boxes contain large Nos. of Palace 

style. guess I'd better look at your ' screed'. This is LRP II ap~endix and it 
wasn' t so hard to find after all. This makes me ask - do the spots get specified 
o r even mapped maybe in Guide ot Stratigraph Museum? if so, rve been wandeiJ 
ing in the wilderness . This is because you mention NEPassage confidently and 
add (wh/at seems to be from a source external to AE · DB • 1913 passage W of N 
entrance above NE angle of prisons. the test (3) thl/</ / ere I II 1 in cental 
c ourt isno' t one of 77-79 is it? The one I' m after is J II 10 anyhow . 
Well, if I take • W of N entrance above NE angle of Prisons' as accurate descripth 
and put that with PM III fig . 1 B my first thought is that it was taken in what I 
c alled A/ south . That' s harder to identify in BSA 8 fig. 3 photo. and I won' t try. 

There are so,:ne other things that bother me a bit. You say in letter 'the level 
o f the paved way as recorded in the photograph fig . 3 that is' I don' t think 
tha t the photograph records the level of the paved way any farther S than my 
s iglum A/B th~ bottom of the first narrow slot as one mo<Yes to the left i.e. S. 
The rest of thJ le~,e l of the paved way as expti'>sed at the time of the photo I 
think must be :~onsiderably lower than anything visible in the photo, and that 
w hat might lodke like the surface of a path leading upwards and S from A/B is 
really the top ~f the v// / sorry, Eastern wall, or one of the Eastern walls of 
the passage. ry-'~poks to me in fact, with some imagination thrown in as if the 
level ep<posedl at the ti.me f£ that picutre was that of the MIDDLE knobby, cobbled 
appearing da ·k sloping pavement surface in PM III f. 114, which ss intended as 

tee top of the stone built drain. Maybe Un carting too much earth away, but it's 
as least as 1/::nv as fig. 1 l4 ' s J\.1MM III paved way. Anyhow I don' t think it's visibe 
Any digging ·i.n that NENtrance Passage in 1913 I grnnt must have been mightly 
low down. ·1four appendix LRP II makes it sound as if the plt were within hhe 
bounds of ,'the passage. AE/DB 1913 certainly doesn' t require that any one of 
77 78 79, 'oi1 p.

1
111 O be within the N Entrance passage, and to my reading tends 

to say they/ are/, outside those limits, tilough not very far/4 away so_mewhere to t~e 
~ and V, lc}nd ,unless the Guidg Strati.graph Museum says something more speed 

II 

1c I'm wiU'}~'bu t certainty. It seems to me probably safe to say that the 
MMIII {so 1c~'l!/ed) pavement of the NEPassage ~accepting PMIII fi l 14's identific* 
is NOT direct'ly aboee the large No of Palace Style sherds in test pit 77, ALTHOB 
ugh iscx it is nt\rely possible (one needs to find the spot for IXIClX sufficient 
c ertairtlo/) or, prd.,}9able (to accept your study) that the Lafiege NO of Palace Style 
smerds LAY. AT i_' LOWER LEVEL than the LEVEL of the so -called MM III 
pavement o/the r, JEJ?assage, and also in &J!!X the more or less near vicinity. 
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The rest of yours of 3 viii doesn't entirely depend on my having guide stratigrap¥ 
but it would help so much that r 11 pretend I'm helpless . to comment. 
Anyhow, I ought to get on to your latest, which set me off on this mega biblion 
mega kakon. 

This is 16 ix 16 from Innsbruck. I hope your stay there has nbt been disturbed 
too much by my communications. I was content to have them wait i.n Oxford 
for your return. 

The beginning is answered in that I hope not to steal your thunder, and will not 
use priva te communications fo publication nor for publication against you. 
Exempli gratia, when I get into such a confusion over working through your lettes 
do you suppose I'll rush that confusion into print? I can' t say anything at all 
by nature until I'm really convinced. Evans and Mackenzie in their rl)aybooks 
will c/convince me of what they wr ,te when they wrote it, wherever on examinatio 
I find no evicende of selfpcontradiction. That wherever is pretty hard to come by 
as you, I, and hundreds of people since 1900 have been ~aying. I don't trust you 
either until I look. You tell me mu-te-ri-ja, I look, it strikes me in the face and 
shames me, and I am willing to report it. Do you k11ow how many years it took 
before I saw that the horse's head on the PY LOS Sa tablet was a horse's head, 
and now foolish I felt when it bit me? But with this sort of stuff you tell me it's 
on a floor, and looking at the published acc.ounts, or now at the DB·s or looking 
at your exposition -· it doesn' t strike me in the face - no, because I've maintained 
for years the sound opinion that every statement about the Palace must be tested 
And th:ere's nothing obvious enough about the palace to strike one in the face 
except 1) it's fascinating, 2) it's complex and ergo fascinating, 3) it spooks . 

You ask spai:Wically about do I know of more than one stirrup vase tablet. 
Rembmer how skeptical I was at Gif about Li.near A, and still am? Well, I don' t 
really feel sure that there's even one stirrup-vase tablet. If there is I suppose 
it's 700, but I hesitate about the sign whcich Evans and you conficrlently cali 
stirrup-vase. Obstinacy, I suppose, but I took a glass to it in Iraklion in 1954 
before all this blew up - my dol:nbt is down in black pencil. I still doubt even 
with that kararewe.business- in fact that only adds to my doubt. Neverthelsss 
on the other side I think that Evans, writing in J 93- for PM IV honestly supposed 
that there were two 'stirrup-vase tablets' ------ Furthermore if pressed I'll 
go on, _I might if I'd felt like talking about SJars ·n public have asked for the 
DEFINITION of a 'Stirrup-Jar tablet'. And I'd h,;1.ve maintained that there are 
from the point of view of an excavator of the Room o f the Stirrup jars a.nd the 
Palace, writing 30 years later that there are two definitions equally possible, and 
equally misleading, and as the passage about 700 you jumped on shows , equally 
self misleading. Def. l. A tablet showing picture of (or with text concerning) 
a stirrup-jar . I feel sure Evans thought honestly, and not without some reason 
that there were at least 2, and I ·wouldn't be surprised to find a whole batch so 
identified in his thoughts - not a hoard, maybe . Def. 2. Those tablets found in 
the ' )5Room of tme Stirrup-Vases'. That's why I feel r a ther resentful at your 
jumbping on that mistake (certainly a mistake, certainly obvious to one looking 
carefully at the surrounding slip of paper, but perhaps one with some pardonabJir 
reason if one could imagine oneself into Evan' s' position at the time. 
Y 0 ur point 2. No I haan•t heard of l 923 exc-ivations - I had not searched for them 
and t<he only thing suspicious is that I'm trying to find out what's what from the 
vantage point of Wisconsin USA. 
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That you brought into the discussion of the date of Knoss o s and its finds the 
evidence of the DB's and all the :rest, I don' t hold against you, I appaaud. I 
think eventually they would have been used, and that eve n the 1905 for which 
you deserve e::Gpeciall thanks would not have been lost behind the iron c urtain 
forever, and I'd have been most happy to have a whack at the DB' s bbier:Rxs:~ 
am:« myseli, and when I had the opportunity I'd have tried to find them and put 
them to good use. But I think it' s a vrery good thing, ciespite the bad temper 
theypve producad (and excuse me if I sound touchy right now) that you have 
brought them out. How otherwise would I have a film on my desk, how other 
wise is the solution of some of Knoss ian problems in s tght instead of in the 
indefinite wished-for future . 

r ve been going all dG1.y on this , it being sntrurday and free of interruptions, 
and I am getting short-templered (a.s well as spelling oworse and worse. I 
will stop to spare both oi us. More tomorro or w Monday or ? 
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